ALSANIT products maintenance manual
ALSANIT products are manufactured from waterproof HPL laminate or hard
chipboard covered with melamine resin and anodized or powder coated aluminium
profiles.
As such, it is recommended to clean and maintain the panel and profile surfaces with specially
prepared products of ALSANIT:
ALSANIT A1 - for everyday care and for removing fingerprints and light dirt,
ALSANIT A2 – for removing stubborn dirt, gum and graffiti.

To remove stains, unlock the spray nozzle and spraying, cover
the cleaned surface with the product A1 or A2. Using a soft, dry cloth wipe off the
cleaning agent along with the dissolved dirt. If necessary repeat the
procedure. ALSANIT products can be cleaned using gentle, non-corrosive
washing and cleaning agents with a neutral PH. To clean, use a soft cloth.

If you notice that the cabin doors has stopped closing automatically (applies to doors
mounted on self-closing hinges) in a smooth way, remove them from the
hinges and check whether grease on the bolts have not been wiped off. Before applying
grease to the hinges wipe off the working surface remains of the old grease and apply
a small amount of permanent grease. It is recommended to grease the hinges once in a quarter.
Attention:
In the self-closing hinges made of aluminium, too much grease may
create a “cushion” between the bush and bolt, which until its removal will prevent
the doors from closing automatically.
It is prohibited to:
1. Apply mechanical cleaning on the surface of the panels and on the profiles, hard tools
such as
putty knives, knives, scrapers and cleaning cloths e.g. sandpaper, “steel wool” etc.
2. Use preparations with corrosive effects e.g., caustic soda, Lysol, cleaning powders
produced on the basis of caustic soda, alkaline, in the form of powder, solvents and
cleaning products based on acids.
3. Long lasting effect of jet water on the surface of laminated chipboard (does not
apply to walls made of HPL boards).
4. Clean the products with wet cloth.
5. Install paper containers and other similar devices on the walls and doors of the cabin.
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